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Design Pack 

What if every unit in your class felt like a level in a game? What if 
your students were so engaged, they couldn’t wait to show off what 
they know and get to the next level? What if learning, collaboration, 
feedback and reflection happened naturally? 

From the experts in game-like learning at Quest Schools, this design 
pack offers you tools and resources to begin the adventure of 
designing your own game-like curriculum.

Q
Version 1.1

Curriculum: 
Exemplar
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How do I use this  
Curriculum Design Pack?
At Quest schools, teachers and Institute of Play sta! use the tools and methods in 
this Curriculum Design Pack to create, develop, and implement game-like learning 
curricula. We invite you to explore and test out these tools and methods in your 
curriculum planning. You can use this curriculum design pack in many ways — it 
all depends on you. Whether you are a teacher, curriculum designer, administrator, 
or a curious individual, we have a suggested pathway for you to follow to use these 
tools and processes. Just turn the page to begin.

If you are interested 
in transforming your 

curriculum to be more 
game-like, follow  

this pathway.

Planning

P R
Reflecting 

E
Exploring

If you have already 
integrated game-like 

learning into your 
curriculum and want to 
evaluate your progress, 

follow this pathway.

If you want to learn more 
about and experiment 

with game-like learning 
and curriculum design, 

follow this pathway.

Novice Veteran Curious Individual

I am a… This Curriculum Design Pack is designed for middle and high 
school, but if you are an adventurous elementary school teacher, 
please feel free to dive in!

Note

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Prep 
User Guide

Quest Prep 1-4

Mission Prep  
Part 1

Mission Planning 
Overview

Mission Prep

Quest Prep
User Guide

Mission Prep 
Part 2

What is in this design pack?
Six key design tools make up the curriculum design pack.

P R E

Planning  
Sequence 

1-2-3-4-5-6

P

R
Reflecting
Sequence 

6-2-3-4-5

E
Exploring
Sequence

1-6-2-3-4-5

Pathway Guide

Mission Planning 
Overview

Mission Reflection

Mission Reflection
User Guide

Mission 
Reflection

Lesson Plan 
User Guide

Lesson Plan Templates

Lesson Plan 
Template #1

P R E

Lesson Plan 
Template #3

Lesson Plan 
Template #2

Shown below are the 
pathways for: 

Planning, Reflecting,  
and Exploring.  

Quest Overview

Quest Overview

Quest Overview
User Guide

P R E

Mission Prep   
Part 4

Quest Prep
P R E

Mission Prep  
Part 3

Note that a Glossary of terms can be found 
at the end of the design pack.

21

3 4 5 6

P E

P R E

 
If you are a  

Novice

 
If you are a  

Veteran

 
If you are a  

Curious Individual

If you want to show your 
curriculum to school 

leaders, parents, and/or 
outside evaluators, you  

can print out the  
Mission Prep and  
Quest Overview  

documents.

Tip

M

Curriculum Map

A Mission is a longer unit lasting 
a trimester or semester (10-15 
weeks) that poses a complex 

problem for students to solve.

A Quest is a challenge-based 
sub-unit within a Mission that 

lasts 2-5 weeks. Multiple Quests 
make up one Mission. Students 
do a performance assessment 

at the end of each Quest. 

A lesson is one period of 
instruction. Many lessons make 

up one Quest.

Note

Quest

Mission

Lesson

M

M

To see an example of a Mission and its Quests, 
check out our exemplar. 

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/work/projects/q-design-packs/q-curriculum-design-pack/
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Mission Planning Overview
Since there are many steps in planning a Mission (a trimester/semester learning unit),  
here is an overview of the design process.

1 of 1 P E

These will be the steps...

765

4

321
Mission Prep: 

Part 1

Generate big ideas 
and learning goals 

for the Mission.

Mission Prep:  
Part 2

Create the story 
around the Mission.

Mission Prep: 
Part 3

Design what your 
students will 
do to provide 

evidence of 
 their learning.

Mission Prep: Part 4

List needed tools and materials.  

Quest Overview

Make 4-5 groups of 
relevant standards.

These groupings 
will become the 
foundation for 

Quest development.

Quest Prep

Design your 
Quests. 

Start planning 
your daily 

lessons for  
each Quest.

These are suggested steps in using the Mission Prep tool, but this 
planning process is rarely linear. Please feel free to use the tool in a 
different sequence and revisit parts of the tool whenever needed.

Note

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Prep 
User Guide
You are ready to plan your first Mission! To start planning, you will use 
the Mission Prep tool, which will take you through the big ideas, knowledge, 
and skills to be taught over the course of a trimester or semester. This tool is 
highly informed by Understanding by Design (Wiggins and McTighe, 2005) 
and backwards planning—knowing your students’ learning goals and the 
final assessment before planning individual lessons and activities.

The Mission Prep tool is divided into four 
parts. Each part includes a set of directions 
and additional text box prompts to support 
you and your design.  Ultimately, the 
Mission Prep serves as your planning map 
for the trimester/semester and can be used 
as a reference when you move on to plan 
Quests and daily lessons.

Here’s how you use this tool:

Part 1
Develop Enduring 
Understandings and  
Essential Questions to  
frame your Mission.

Part 3
Describe the final 
performance assessment  
for the Mission. Figure out 
what evidence you want 
your students to show you 
about their learning in this 
assessment. Remember to 
keep the Mission context in 
mind when designing it.

Part 2
List all standards (state  
and/or national) as well as 
additional knowledge and 
skills that your students will 
learn during the Mission. 
Brainstorm a context for your 
Mission and student roles. 
Will your students be medical 
experts advising a sick patient, 
or Persian spies trying to 
figure out whether to attack 
Sparta or Athens, based on 
an exploration of politics, 
economics, and culture?

This tool is iterative, so you may complete 
some steps and then return to those 
steps to make revisions.

Note

Part 4
List any systems thinking  
tools (if your school integrates 
systems thinking), materials 
and Smart tools to be used in 
the Mission.

Mission Prep Tip: Think big

If your school has integrated 
systems thinking into 
curriculum and instruction, 
you can write a short blurb 
about how systems thinking 
and your course content are 
connected. To learn more 
about systems thinking, go 
to the Systems Thinking  
Design Pack.

Part 1: Note

A Smart tool is a “tool to think 
with” that students create, like 
a guide to writing an essay, a 
glossary of science terms, or 
a set of set of geometry rules 
with examples. It is a tool that 
students can use throughout 
a Mission as a reference. 

Tip

Quest

Mission

Lesson

http://www.instituteofplay.org/work/projects/q-design-packs/q-systems-thinking-design-pack/
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Content/Systems Thinking Connection

Mission Prep

Mission Title Length of Mission Class

Grade

This tool is iterative, so you may 
complete some steps and then return 
to those steps to make revisions.

Note

Enduring Understanding(s)
 
 
 

Essential Questions
 
 
 

Use this tool to plan your Mission. It will serve as your roadmap for how to frame and plan  
your entire trimester or semester. Part 1 will help you figure out the big ideas of your Mission.

P R EM

PART 1

Essential Questions & Enduring Understandings

If you are having trouble creating Essential Questions and Enduring Understandings, use the following resources:
Book
Wiggins, G. & J. McTighe. (2005). Understanding by  
Design. Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision 
and Curriculum Development.

 

Websites  
Recommended by the authors of Understanding by Design:
http://jaymctighe.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/
UbD-Websites-7.12.12.pdf
http://www.nj.gov/education/aps/njscp/
http://questioning.org/mar05/essential.html

Tip

1 of 6

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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State and National  Standards Additional Knowledge and Skills

Mission Prep  
Continued

Mission Context and Student Role

PART 2

Part 2 will help you determine what standards and additional knowledge and skills you are teaching in this 
Mission. Using these specifics, you can create a Mission context and the role(s) that students will take on.

Mission Title Trimester/Semester

P R EM2 of 6

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Prep
Continued
MISSION CONTEXT TIPS

Grade 6
Content: Science

Mission Context
Some wildly imaginative little creatures, called Troggles, are 
constantly trying to invent machines to make life and work fun. 
Their inventions, however, don’t ever work. They need help and 
send out a call to 6th grade students. Students conduct research 
and a series of experiments to analyze the non-working machines. 
In this way, students learn about measurement, energy, force, 
work, and simple machines. Once the students understand 
the problems with the machines, they design machines for the 
Troggles that actually work.

Here is a list of some of the Mission contexts that have been used at Quest schools.

Grade 7
Content: Math

Mission Context
Students step into the roles of card sharks and mathematicians. 
The Global Poker Strategic Thinking Society has been in contact 
with students to ask them to design strategy guides for different 
poker games based on statistics and probability. To help them 
create strategy guides, students will develop skills and knowledge 
in probability, proportional reasoning, risk/reward decision-
making, sampling, and graphical analysis.

Grade 8
Content: Humanities

Mission Context
Students are approached to join a military think tank that  
consults with the U.S. government on war strategy for the Middle 
East. !As their first task, students must design an invention that 
demonstrates their understanding of the needs created by 
war.!Next, they are informed that they are military strategists for a 
presidential candidate and must develop the candidate’s position 
on war in Iran based on understanding the political and social 
impacts of war. When the candidate is elected, the students are 
asked to create a proposal of a strategy for dealing with Iran, using 
their knowledge of war’s effects on technology, socio-politics, 
and!economy.

Grade 9
Content: Science

Mission Context
Students will take on the roles of 3rd year medical students at New 
York University and are responsible for presenting during Grand 
Rounds (when doctors, residents and medical students visit sick 
patients in a hospital) on a recurring basis. Students are faced with 
an array of patients with different symptoms and diseases, and 
learn science content and skills to help them make the correct 
diagnoses and suggestions for treatment. As a final challenge, 
students have to diagnose and treat a patient with multiple and 
complex health issues.  

Tip

If you need support in thinking of a Mission context, try following these brainstorming steps:

Tip

Look at the content and skills to be taught during the mission. 
For example, the history of ancient Egypt.
Brainstorm jobs that use most of the content and skills in 
real life. For example, archaeologists, authors, and historians.
Choose a job from your list and create a context for that job. 
For example, students will take on the role of writers/illustrators 
who will produce comic books filled with characters and stories 
based in ancient Egypt.

Expand on the context and add additional narrative details,  
if needed. For example, editors from Pearson will review  
students’ comic books and give feedback. Then students  
will enter their finalized comic books in a competition and  
the best ones will be published.

P R EM3 of 6

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Prep
Continued
Part 3 is a tool to help you design a rigorous performance assessment for the Mission that connects to the 
Mission context. Remember that we want students to always feel like they are in the Mission context, even 
when they are completing the final assessment.

Enduring Understanding(s)

Step 1 – Learning Goals Assessed

Standards

PART 3 

Mission Performance Assessment Description
If you are stuck here, you may want to complete Step 2  before 
writing up the description.

Note

Mission Title Trimester/Semester

P R EM4 of 6

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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What are the criteria for measuring student understanding? (How do you know they know?)

Step 3 — Evaluation Criteria

What is needed to create this performance assessment?

Step 4 — What needs to be created?

Step 2 – Structure of Assessment

How is the assessment connected to the Mission  
context? What is the goal of your assessment?

What role(s) does a student play?

Who is the audience for the assessment product? What is the end product created by students?

PART 3 Continued 

Mission Title Trimester/Semester

Mission Prep
Continued

P R EM5 of 6

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Smart tools

Materials to OrderMaterials to create

Strategies and Tools

Systems Thinking Tools

If you need additional space, use this work area. 

Work Area

In Part 4, you can list the tools and materials needed for this Mission. You may want to 
return to this page after completing the Quest Prep tools, because you may have thought  
of additional tools and materials.

PART 4

Mission Title Trimester/Semester

Mission Prep
Continued

P R EM6 of 6

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Quest Overview 
User Guide

This document, along with the Mission 
Prep, can be printed out and given to 
school leaders, parents, and/or outside 
evaluators who are interested in seeing 
your curriculum.

Note

Step 1
Look at all the standards listed 
in your Mission Prep tool. Sort 
the relevant standards into 
different groups. 

Feel free to use a separate 
document to do this sorting. 

Step 3
Title each Quest and identify 
the length of the Quest (e.g.,  
4 weeks). Include assessments 
(quizzes, lab write-ups, short 
essays, etc.) and the final 
performance assessment for 
each Quest.

Step 2
Copy and paste different 
groups of standards into 
Quest 1, 2, 3, etc. in the Quest 
Overview. Figuring out which 
groups of standards fit into 
different Quests depends 
on how you want to  
sequence your teaching. 

Note: if you have more than 
4 Quests, please use the 
additional page.  

Here’s how you use this tool:

Quest Overview Tip: Map out your planAfter designing your Mission and the Mission performance 
assessment, it is time to jump into planning Quests. Quests are 
goal-oriented challenges that equip students with necessary data, 
knowledge, resources, and practices to solve the larger mission. In 
traditional terms, Quests are units within a trimester/semester of  
study, so they last 2-5 weeks on average.

The Quest Overview is a tool to help 
you sort relevant standards into 
di!erent groups. These groups will 
become the Quests in your Mission.

Quest

Mission

Lesson

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Quest Overview

Quest 1 Title

Standards

Assessments

Length

Performance Assessment

Use this tool to group standards into individual Quests.

Mission Title Semester/Trimester

Quest 2 Title

Standards

Assessments

Length

Performance Assessment

Quest 3 Title

Standards

Assessments

Length

Performance Assessment

Quest 4 Title

Standards

Assessments

Length

Performance Assessment

P R EM1 of 2

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Quest Overview
Continued

Quest 5 Title

Standards

Assessments

Length

Performance Assessment

Mission Title Semester/Trimester

Quest 6 Title

Standards

Assessments

Length

Performance Assessment

Quest 7 Title

Standards

Assessments

Length

Performance Assessment

Quest 8 Title

Standards

Assessments

Length

Performance Assessment

P R EM2 of 2

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Quest Prep 
User Guide

Step 1
After filling out the heading 
section for one Quest, write 
a brief summary of the Quest 
narrative that is aligned to 
the overall Mission context. 
Be sure to be explicit about 
the “need to know” to both 
engage students and motivate 
them to learn knowledge and 
skills needed to solve the 
Quest challenge and, later, to 
solve the larger Mission.

Step 3
Copy and paste relevant 
standards and assessments 
from the Quest Overview 
into this section. Feel 
free to provide expanded 
descriptions of the 
performance assessment 
given at the end of the Quest 
in this part of the tool.

Step 4
List learning experience and 
activities with corresponding 
assessments (e.g., quizzes, 
short essays, maps, etc.).

Step 2
Copy and paste the Enduring 
Understanding(s) and 
Essential Question(s) that 
help to frame this Quest.  
You probably will only include 
1-2 Enduring Understandings 
and Essential Questions 
from your Mission Prep in 
each  Quest. 

If you teach systems thinking, 
include a description of how 
systems thinking connects to 
the knowledge and skills in  
this Quest.

Step 5
List specific differentiation 
strategies to be used in  
the Quest (both to support 
struggling students and extend 
learning for high-achieving 
students). Also, list needed 
materials, tools, and/or games. 
Note the ones that must be 
created prior to the start of the 
Quest and those that can be 
created during the Quest.

Step 6
Repeat steps 1-5 for  
each Quest.

Here’s how you use this tool:

Quest  Prep Tip: Dive Deeper

If you want to design more than 
4 Quests in your Mission, go to 
the Quest Pack Set. 

Note

Now that you have your Quests identified, you can now 
spend some time planning the details of each one. For 
a Quest, it is important to create a strong “need to know” – a 
challenge that engages students in learning knowledge and 
skills to address the challenge. Additionally, designing a 
solid performance assessment for each Quest is necessary 
to determine if students have the 
knowledge and skills needed to  
move on to the next Quest.

Quest

Mission

Lesson

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Q_Design_Pack_QuestPackSet.pdf
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Mission Title Quest Title

Quest summary (include the “need to know”)

Standards addressed in Quest

Quest Prep 1 

Length of Quest

Step 1

Step 2

Standards addressed in Quest continued

Use this tool to help you plan your individual Quests. 

Step 3

Systems Thinking Connection

Enduring Understanding(s)
 

Essential Question(s)
 
 

Other Knowledge and Skills

P R E1 of 2

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Title Quest Title Length of Quest

Differentiation Strategies Quest Tools/Materials/Games

Quest Prep 1
Continued

Step 5

Learning Experiences and Activities Assessments

Step 4

Use this tool to group standards into individual Quests.

Quest Performance Assessment

P R E2 of 2

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Title Quest Title

Quest summary (include the “need to know”)

Standards addressed in Quest

Quest Prep 2

Length of Quest

Step 1

Step 2

Standards addressed in Quest continued

Use this tool to help you plan your individual Quests. 

Step 3

Systems Thinking Connection

Enduring Understanding(s)
 

Essential Question(s)
 
 

Other Knowledge and Skills

P R E1 of 2

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Title Quest Title Length of Quest

Differentiation Strategies Quest Tools/Materials/Games

Quest Prep 2
Continued

Step 5

Learning Experiences and Activities Assessments

Step 4

Use this tool to group standards into individual Quests.

Quest Performance Assessment

P R E2 of 2

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Title Quest Title

Quest summary (include the “need to know”)

Standards addressed in Quest

Quest Prep 3 

Length of Quest

Step 1

Step 2

Standards addressed in Quest continued

Use this tool to help you plan your individual Quests. 

Step 3

Systems Thinking Connection

Enduring Understanding(s)
 

Essential Question(s)
 
 

Other Knowledge and Skills

P R E1 of 2

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Title Quest Title Length of Quest

Differentiation Strategies Quest Tools/Materials/Games

Quest Prep 3
Continued

Step 5

Learning Experiences and Activities Assessments

Step 4

Use this tool to group standards into individual Quests.

Quest Performance Assessment

P R E2 of 2

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Title Quest Title

Quest summary (include the “need to know”)

Standards addressed in Quest

Quest Prep 4 

Length of Quest

Step 1

Step 2

Standards addressed in Quest continued

Use this tool to help you plan your individual Quests. 

Step 3

Systems Thinking Connection

Enduring Understanding(s)
 

Essential Question(s)
 
 

Other Knowledge and Skills

P R E1 of 2

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Title Quest Title Length of Quest

Differentiation Strategies Quest Tools/Materials/Games

Quest Prep 4
Continued

Step 5

Learning Experiences and Activities Assessments

Step 4

Use this tool to group standards into individual Quests.

Quest Performance Assessment

P R E2 of 2

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Q_Design_Pack_QuestPackSet.pdf
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Mission Title Quest Title

Quest summary (include the “need to know”)

Standards addressed in Quest

Quest Prep 5 

Length of Quest

Step 1

Step 2

Standards addressed in Quest continued

Use this tool to help you to plan your individual Quests. 

Step 3

Systems Thinking Connection

Enduring Understanding(s)
 

Essential Question(s)
 
 

Other Knowledge and Skills

P R E1 of 2

Continue on the next page
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Mission Title Quest Title Length of Quest

Differentiation Strategies Quest Tools/Materials/Games

Quest Prep 5
Continued

Step 5

Learning Experiences and Activities Assessments

Step 4

Use this tool to group standards into individual Quests.

Quest Performance Assessment

P R E2 of 2
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Mission Title Quest Title

Quest summary (include the “need to know”)

Standards addressed in Quest

Quest Prep 6 

Length of Quest

Step 1

Step 2

Standards addressed in Quest continued

Use this tool to help you to plan your individual Quests. 

Step 3

Systems Thinking Connection

Enduring Understanding(s)
 

Essential Question(s)
 
 

Other Knowledge and Skills

P R E1 of 2

Continue on the next page
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Mission Title Quest Title Length of Quest

Differentiation Strategies Quest Tools/Materials/Games

Quest Prep 6
Continued

Step 5

Learning Experiences and Activities Assessments

Step 4

Use this tool to group standards into individual Quests.

Quest Performance Assessment

P R E2 of 2
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Mission Title Quest Title

Quest summary (include the “need to know”)

Standards addressed in Quest

Quest Prep 7 

Length of Quest

Step 1

Step 2

Standards addressed in Quest continued

Use this tool to help you to plan your individual Quests. 

Step 3

Systems Thinking Connection

Enduring Understanding(s)
 

Essential Question(s)
 
 

Other Knowledge and Skills

P R E1 of 2

Continue on the next page
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Mission Title Quest Title Length of Quest

Differentiation Strategies Quest Tools/Materials/Games

Quest Prep 7
Continued

Step 5

Learning Experiences and Activities Assessments

Step 4

Use this tool to group standards into individual Quests.

Quest Performance Assessment

P R E2 of 2
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Lesson Plan 
User Guide

Step 1
Review all three lesson 
planning tools and choose 
one to use. Feel free to try 
all!three to see which one 
you!like best.

Step 3
After you finish planning the 
first lesson, move on to the 
second lesson. When you 
teach, you can either print out 
a copy of the lesson plan for 
you to have with you or refer 
to the plan on a computer. 
After using the tool, feel free 
to adapt as needed to best 
support your teaching and 
student learning.

Step 2
Fill out the lesson plan tool 
for your first lesson of your 
first Quest. Refer back to the 
Mission Prep and Quest Prep 
to help you fill in different 
sections, such as Enduring 
Understandings, standards, 
skills, etc. 
 

Quest Tip: Try all 3 to find your favorite.

Here’s how you use this tool:

You’ve designed and planned your Mission! You’ve designed and 
planned your Quests! Now it is time to dive into planning your daily lessons. 
At Quest schools, we do not have one required lesson planning tool that 
all teachers use. Instead, teachers choose to use lesson planning tools that 
match their own needs best. 

In this section, three di!erent lesson 
planning tools are included. It is up to 
you to choose which one works best  
for you.

Quest

Mission

Lesson

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Quest Lesson Plan Template 1
Adapted from the 5-E Lesson Plan by Bybee et al, 2006

Date of Lesson Class Mission/Quest Grade Level

Relevant Essential Question(s) 

Lesson Outcomes

Relevant Enduring Understanding(s)

Systems Thinking Connection 

Standards Other Knowledge and Skill(s)

List of Materials

Homework

Differentiation Strategies

P R E1 of 2

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Students will: 

Phase One: Engage the Learner 

Students will: 

Phase Two: Explore the Concept  

Students will: 

Phase Three: Explain the Concept 

Students will: 

Phase Four: Elaborate on the Concept 

Students will: 

Phase Five: Evaluate Student Understanding Work Area: Any Additional Items

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE (include differentiation)

Date of Lesson Class Mission/Quest Grade Level

Quest Lesson Plan Template 1
Continued

P R E2 of 2

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Quest Lesson Plan Template 2

Essential Questions Addressed Enduring Understandings  
Addressed 

Systems Thinking Principles 

Learning Goal(s) 

Standards 

Agenda Materials 

Other Knowledge and Skill(s)

Date of Lesson Mission Quest 

P R E1 of 2

Continue on the next page

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Warm-UpTime

Mini-Lesson Model

Activities Check for Understanding Questions

Differentiation Assessments

Homework

Date of Lesson Mission Quest 

Time

Time

Quest Lesson Plan Template 2
Continued

P R E2 of 2

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Quest Lesson Plan Template 3

Relevant Enduring Understanding(s) Relevant Essential Question(s) 

Systems Thinking Connection 

Learning Goal(s)

Differentiation Assessments

Homework 

Part 1 — Prep

Materials

Warm-up Question(s) 

Continue on the next page

Teacher Class Grade Level Length of Lesson

P R E1 of 2
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Teacher Class Grade Level Length of Lesson

Start of class

Part 2 — Class Flow

Guided Practice Other steps in the lesson

Independent Practice Check for Understanding

Closing 

Quest Lesson Plan Template 3
Continued

P R E2 of 2
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Mission Reflection
User Guide

Step 2
Click on the scale to indicate 
your choice.

Step 3
When you finish a category, 
estimate the average rating for 
the entire category based on 
all the ratings in that category.

Step 4
For some sections,  
you’ll see that you will circle a 
choice on a list. To circle, click 
on the term you want to circle.

Step 5 
Category 7 includes 
competencies of design 
thinking, systems thinking, 
and!social emotional 
learning—all of which are 
foundational to the model 
of Quest schools. We 
recognize that you may 
not be incorporating these 
competencies in your 
curriculum design now, but 
encourage you to begin to 
brainstorm how to integrate 
them. To learn more about 
these competencies, go to 
the Assessment section of 
the School Design Pack.

Here’s how you use this tool:

Step 1
For each question, use the 
scale to determine the 
success of the mission in 
achieving the stated goal.

Mission Relflection Tip:  
Use this document collaboratively

An essential principle of the Quest school model is iteration. 
All"things can be improved. Thus, at Quest schools we use tools to structure 
the reflection and iteration process.

By using the Mission Reflection, you can look back on the Mission and 
identify strengths and weaknesses in the areas of design, authenticity, 
assessment, student/teacher fit, 
multi-modal learning, inquiry-based 
learning, and competencies learning. 
After reflecting, brainstorming changes 
for the next iteration of the Mission is 
key to consistent improvement of the 
curriculum, teaching, and learning.

Quest

Mission

Lesson

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Mission Reflection
This reflection tool was designed by Institue of Play to use with teachers during 
curriculum meetings to reflect on Missions.

All reviewers should evaluate each question using the scale.
After each question has been evaluated, each category can be assigned a score that is an estimated 
average. The Mission can be evaluated as a whole based on the average score of each category.

To what extent does the mission have clear learning goals?

To what extent does the work create simple set ups for exploration of complex problems? 

To what extent does the Mission include all the principles of game-like learning?

To what extent does the Mission integrate key concepts within the discipline?

Was it easy to transition between Quests? Did it feel fluid?

To what extent does the mission allow for an appropriate balance between the mission  
context and the learning activities?

To what extent does the context motivate students to learn?

To what extent does the Mission allow students to step into real-world identities that relate  
to the discipline?

Instructions

Category 1: Design

Category 2: Authenticity

Continue on the next page

Is there a clear set of evaluation criteria throughout the mission?

To what extent does the mission provide a clear sense of progress, success, and failure?

To what extent did students create products for assessments?

Category 3: Assessment

Average:

Average:

Average:

P R E1 of 3
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Mission Reflection
Continued

Continue on the next page

To what extent does the Mission fit the teaching style and expertise of the teacher? 

Is the Mission developmentally appropriate for the students (i.e., age and skills)?

Does the Mission have a diversity of access points to engage all students, including extensions? 

Is the Mission scalable for different size classes, if needed?

Is the Mission flexible enough to be used in another context?

Are there different types of learning experiences and activities embedded into the Mission? !

What types of student expertise are supported best ? Select all relevant choices from the list below.

Does the Mission allow students to show understanding in multiple ways? 

Category 5: Multimodal Learning

Category 4: Student/teacher fit

To what extent did students actively participate in their learning during the Mission? 

To what extent did students uncover new or hidden information during Quests? !

To what extent did students develop and test their own ideas and/or strategies  
during the Mission?

Category 6: Inquiry-Based Learning

Average:

Average:

logical

kinesthetic

memorization

visual

auditory

writing

performing

organizing

artistic/design

technical 

playing

P R E2 of 3
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Mission Reflection
Continued

Overall Average Score for Mission: !

Note about Category 7 
If you have not included the competencies of design thinking, systems thinking, and socio-emotional learning 
in your Mission, feel free to skip this category. If you want to learn more about these competencies, go to the 
Assessment section of the School Design Pack.

Note

Category 7: Competencies/Mission/Model

Do students advance in social emotional learning competencies? 

Does the Mission integrate design thinking competencies? 

Do students explore systems thinking in this Mission? 

Average:

Use this space to write down any changes that you want to make to this Mission before you teach it again.

Notes for Next Mission Iteration. 

P R E3 of 3
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A

Assessment: A tool to address 
several questions—what do students 
know; what did they learn; and, are 
we teaching and designing well. In 
addition, at Quest schools, we assess 
design thinking, systems thinking, 
and social emotional learning skills.

C

Competencies: A set of 21st century 
skills essential for success in the real 
world. Competencies at Quest schools 
include design thinking, systems 
thinking, and social emotional 
learning.

D
 
Design Thinking : A competency 
that includes the following skill 
development: digital media tool 
use, iteration, representation, 
communication, designing play,  
and designing for innovation.

Di!erentiation Strategies: 
Teaching strategies used to help all 
students access the content and  
skills. A teacher may create three 
di!erent handouts to guide students 
through a reading that vary according 
to the reading levels of students. 

E
Embedded Assessment: Using 
natural contexts to assess students 
during class, so sometimes students 
don’t even realize they are being 
assessed. Teachers can use a set of 
questions to guide their assessment 
of student learning, as students play a 
game or complete an inquiry project.

Glossary 
The terms in this glossary are defined in the way 
we use them at Quest schools.

Essential Question: Thought-
provoking questions that can be 
answered in multiple ways; that 
require inquiry; that raise other 
questions; and that are engaging to 
students. An example of an Essential 
Question is: how does an area’s 
physical geography impact the 
culture of people who live there?

Enduring Understanding: A state-
ment that conveys what is central to 
the discipline, is transferable to new 
situations, and can be used to frame a 
mission. An example of an enduring 
understanding is: democratic gov-
ernments must balance the rights of 
individuals and the common good.

Evaluation Criteria:  A set of 
criteria used to evaluate evidence of 
student knowledge and understand-
ing. A guiding question to use when 
creating evaluation criteria is “how 
do I know my student knows?”

G
Game-like Learning: A framework 
grounded in research about game 
design and learning. Quest schools 
use 7 principles of game-like learning 
to shape teaching and learning: 
everyone is a participant; challenge is 
constant; learning happens by doing; 
feedback is immediate and ongoing; 
failure is reframed as iteration; 
everything is interconnected; and it 
kind of feels like play.

M
Mission: A longer unit lasting a 
trimester or semester (10-15 weeks) 
that poses a complex problem to 
students. Students complete a 
performance assessment at the 
end of the Mission.

N
National Standards: Standards 
developed in collaboration with 
teachers, school leaders, and experts. 
The Common Core standards focus 
on Math and English/Language Arts 
and have been adopted by almost all 
states in the country. End-of-year 
tests will assess student learning of 
these standards across states.

“Need to know”: A challenge that 
motivates students to learn new 
knowledge and skills to be able to 
address the challenge. 

Novice to Mastery Trajectory: 
Learning trajectory used in rubrics at 
Quest Schools that goes from Novice 
to Apprentice to Senior to Master.

P
Performance Assessment: 
A specific assessment in which 
students produce an artifact or 
product or perform to show their 
understanding. For example, a field 
guide, a web-published video, or 
a digital simulation of a physics 
concept with a presentation are all 
performance assessments.

Q
Quest: A challenge-based sub-unit 
within a Mission that lasts 2-5 
weeks. Multiple Quests compose one 
Mission. Students do a performance 
assessment at the end of a Quest.  

R
Rubric: A document describing what 
students should be able to do in order 
to earn a certain level of mastery.

S
Smart Tool: A “tool to think with” 
that students create, like a guide 
to writing, a glossary, or a set of 
geometry rules with examples. 
Students use it as both a reference 
and an assessment.

Social Emotional Learning: 
A competency that includes the 
following skill development: 
understanding and regulating  
one’s emotions, teamwork, and  
time management.

State Standards: Standards 
designed at the state level that are 
tested at the end of every school year.

Systems Thinking: A competency 
that focuses on developing students 
who understand systems and how 
to change them. This competency 
includes demonstrating understand-
ing about the following concepts: 
parts, relationships between parts, 
balance, complex systems, patterns, 
sustainability and stability, feedback 
loops, unintended consequences, and 
leverage points.

Systems Thinking Tools:  
Tools used to investigate systems. 
Some systems thinking tools include: 
a concept map of system parts and  
the relationships among the parts,  
a behavior over time graph (showing 
patterns), and causal loop diagrams.  

U
Understanding by Design: A 
curriculum planning framework 
created by Grant Wiggins and Jay 
McTighe to highlight the use of 
backwards planning in schools 
(planning learning goals, then final 
assessment, then daily lessons.) 
Quest schools use this framework as 
the foundation of our planning tools.

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
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Continued Learning    
Now that you’ve explored the Curriculum Design Pack,  
we hope this resource has inspired you to use game-like  
learning in your classroom and school.

Below is additional information to support you  
in continuing to build and share your own learning.

We want you to share these resources

This resource is free, and we want you to share it with 
others. When you do use and share it, please know this 
resource is licensed under a Creative Commons license. 

We want to hear from you

We want to hear about your experiences with 
using these resources. 

We want to thank our partners

This design pack is a result of collaborative work  
done over the past years between Institute of Play, 
Quest to Learn, and CICS ChicagoQuest. These 
resources are made possible through the generous 
support of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 
Carnegie Corporation of New York, and the John D. 
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.

We want you to learn more

If you are interested in learning more,  
please visit these following websites:

Institute of Play
www.instituteofplay.org

Quest to Learn, NYC
www.q2l.org

CICS ChicagoQuest
www.chicagoquest.org

How did your students respond? 
Did it change your teaching? 
Would you use this design pack again?

We welcome your stories and sharing of  
your newly designed curriculum.

Email your feedback and thoughts to:
info@instituteofplay.org

Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
 
CC BY-NC-SA
This license lets others remix, tweak, and build 
upon your work non-commercially, as long as 
they credit you and license their new creations 
under the identical terms.

To view a copy of this license, visit Creative Commons

We also offer other Design Packs
Q Design Pack: School
This pack highlights ten innovative components of the 
Quest school model.

Q Design Pack: Systems Thinking
This pack provides tools and methods for you to use to 
integrate systems thinking into your teaching.

Q Design Pack: Games and Learning
This pack describes our curriculum team model and 
includes tools and methods to help you begin to 
collaboratively design games. 

References 
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About Institute of Play 

A selection of our work

An unprecedented collaboration 
between leaders in the commercial 
games industry and experts in 
learning and assessment, GlassLab 
aims to leverage digital games 
as powerful, data-rich learning 
environments that improve the 
process of learning with formative 
assessments teachers can trust. 

With a hands-on exploration 
of games and design, Play@ 
Your Org workshops are 
designed to help businesses, 
cultural institutions and other 
organizations integrate the 
power of play-based learning 
in their work to maximize 
participation and engagement. 

A live hour-long webinar series, 
Playtime Online explores the 
work of leading organizations in 
the field of games and learning, 
the people who do it and why 
it matters in the world today. 
The"series also o!er a live 
forum to share learning within 
the Playtime community. 

We design experiences 
that make learning 
irresistible.

The Institute pioneers new models 
of learning and engagement. We 
are a not-for-profit design studio, 
founded in 2007 by a group of game 
designers in New York City. We are 
now home to an interdisciplinary 
team of designers, strategists 
and learning practitioners. Our 
first project was the design and 
implementation of an innovative 
New York City public school, called 
Quest to Learn.

At the core of the  
experiences we design  
are games, play and  
the principles that  
underlie them.

Using these principles, we have 
created institutions, games, 
programs, events, digital platforms 
and products. Our work unlocks the 
transformative power of people 
as seekers and solvers of complex 
problems, risk takers, inventors 
and visionaries. We work wher- 
ever people are: in communities, 
businesses, schools, cultural and 
civic institutions.

We empower people to 
thrive as active citizens  
in a connected world.

We are not preparing for a distant 
future. We are about meeting 
people where they are and igniting 
their potential now. We work with 
a diverse set of partners to make 
it happen, such as Electronic Arts, 
Intel, Educational Testing Service, 
the Mozilla Foundation, the Smith- 
sonian, Parsons the New School 
for Design, Chicago International 
Charter Schools, DePaul University, 
E-Line Media and others.

GlassLab Play@ Your Org Playtime Online

For more information, please visit www.instituteofplay.org

http://www.instituteofplay.org/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/work/projects/glasslab/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/work/projects/play-your-org/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/awsm/playtime-online/
http://www.instituteofplay.org/

	Length of Mission - Mission Prep: 12 weeks
	Class - Mission Prep: The Way Things Work(Integrated Math/Science)
	Grade - Mission Prep: 7th Grade
	Essential Questions - Mission Prep: What is the most important organ in the human body and why? How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Enduring Understandings - Mission Prep: Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems. Human beings must be able to obtain and use resources, grow, reproduce, and maintain stable internal conditions while living in a constantly changing external environment.
	Content/Systems Thinking Connection - Mission Prep: The cell is a complex system. Each part of the cell is autonomous, but the parts work together to meet the overall goal of the cell - to function and survive. Similarly, autonomous parts within each organ system follow rules (such as “get oxygen”) and work together to enable the body to function. Overall, the human body system is complex, and therefore, to keep all of its parts working in a collective and sustainable fashion, the body must change to respond to environmental changes and maintain balance.   
	Mission Title - Mission Prep: Dr. Smallz
	State and National Standards - Mission Prep: New York State Science Standards:- Students will access, generate, process, and transfer information using technologies.- Students will use mathematical analysis, scientific inquiry, and engineering design, as appropriate, to pose questions, seek answers, and develop solutions.- Living things are composed of cells. - The way in which cells function is similar in all living things. - Most cells have cell membranes, genetic material, and cytoplasm. Some cells have a cell wall and/or chloroplasts. Many cells have a nucleus.- Cells are organized for more effective functioning in multicellular organisms.- Levels of organization for structure and function of a multicellular organism include cells, tissues, organs, and organ systems.- Multicellular animals often have similar organs and specialized systems for carrying out major life activities.- Each system is composed of organs and tissues which perform specific functions and interact with each other.- Tissues, organs, and organ systems help to provide all cells with nutrients, oxygen, and waste removal.- During respiration, cells use oxygen to release the energy stored in food. The respiratory system supplies oxygen and removes carbon dioxide (gas exchange).- The circulatory system moves substances to and from cells, where they are needed or produced, responding to changing demands.- The digestive system consists of organs that are responsible for the mechanical and chemical breakdown of food. The breakdown process results in molecules that can be absorbed and transported to cells.- The excretory system functions in the disposal of dissolved waste molecules, the elimination of liquid and gaseous wastes, and the removal of excess heat energy.- Locomotion is accomplished by the interaction of the skeletal and muscular systems, and coordinated by the nervous system.- The nervous and endocrine systems interact to control and coordinate responses to environmental changes, to regulate growth, development, and reproduction. - The male and female reproductive systems are responsible for producing sex cells necessary for the production of offspring.- Regulation of an organism’s internal environment involves sensing the internal environment and changing physiological activities.- Disease breaks down the structures or functions of an organism. 
	Additional Knowledge and Skills - Mission Prep: Common Core Mathematics Standards:- Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities.Common Core ELA StandardsKey Ideas and Details:- Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks.Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:- Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table).- Compare and contrast the information gained from experiments, simulations, video, or multimedia sources with that gained from reading a text on the same topic.Additional Skills:- Follow safety procedures in the classroom and laboratory- Safely and accurately use the following tools: metric ruler, balance, graduated cylinder, and thermometer- Use appropriate units for measured or calculated values- Recognize and analyze patterns and trends- Identify cause-and-effect relationships- Manipulate a compound microscope to view microscopic objects- Identify structure and function relationships in organisms
	Mission Context and Student Role - Mission Prep: Students first take part in the Shrinkley Labs-sponsored Cell City Design Competition. Upon completion, students are contacted by Dr. Smallz from biotech giant Shrinkley Labs. He is desperately seeking the help of Quest students. Apparently Dr. Smallz has shrunk himself to save a patient but is experiencing amnesia. Students need to know where the doctor is inside the patient’s body, the functions and structures of each organ system he visits, and any clues that help to solve the medical mystery of the patient's illness. They will also need to develop a reasonable itinerary for the doctor based on how body systems connect and interact.  Finally, they will need to determine what is ailing the patient and instruct the doctor where to go in the body to administer the treatment.
	Trimester/Semester - Mission Prep: 1st Trimester
	Enduring Understandings Part 3 - Mission Prep: Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems. Human beings must be able to obtain and use resources, grow, reproduce, and maintain stable internal conditions while living in a constantly changing external environment.
	Standards Part 3 - Mission Prep: New York State Science Standards:- Levels of organization for structure and function of a multicellular organism include cells, tissues, organs, and organ systems.- Each system is composed of organs and tissues which perform specific functions and interact with each other.- Tissues, organs, and organ systems help to provide all cells with nutrients, oxygen, and waste removal.- Regulation of an organism’s internal environment involves sensing the internal environment and changing physiological activities to keep conditions within the range required for survival.Common Core - English/Language Arts Standards:- Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table).
	Mission Peformance Asessment Description Part 3 - Mission Prep: Students have accumulated a list of symptoms of Kelly’s (the patient) mystery illness and use WebMD to diagnose her with Dengue Fever. Since there is no known cure for Dengue Fever, Dr. Smallz must choose between the lesser of two harmful medicines: Pepto-Dengol and Dengithan. One of them will harm the immune system, the other will harm the nervous system. The students present a formal debate about the importance of these systems to a panel of experts from Shrinkly Labs in order to decide how to save Kelly.  
	How is the assessment connected to the Mission context? - Mission Prep: In front of experts from Shrinkley Labs (where Dr. Smallz works), students will engage in a debate about which treatment to give Kelly - both of which will compromise one organ system in the body. The goal of the assessment is to have students support their treatment choice with evidence from their understanding of body systems.
	What role does a student play? - Misson prep: Students are consultants to Dr. Smallz and Shrinkley Labs
	Who is the audience for the assessment product? - Misson Prep: The audience for the assessment is a group of experts (consisting of real doctors and medical personnel). 
	What is the end product created by students? - Mission Prep: They will create a presentation (including video) using evidence from what they learned about body systems to support their treatment decision. 
	What are the criteria for measuring student understanding? - Mission Prep: During the presentation, students:- Accurately and clearly describe the parts and functions of the immune system and the nervous system;- Accurately and appropriately express information visually (e.g. graphs, flowcharts, diagram, etc.) to enhance the presentation;- Convincingly convey three supporting arguments with sufficient evidence for Pepto-Dengol or Dengithan is the better choice to use to treat Kelly;- Accurately and clearly explain what will happen to Kelly when she receives the chosen treatment and what she will need to do to maintain homeostasis (balance in her body)- Show strong evidence of teamwork with all students contributing to the creation and sharing of the presentation
	What is needed to create this performance assessment? - Mission Prep: - Create debate and presentation guidelines- Create grading rubric to give to students when they start working on their presentations- Contact and schedule experts (at least 4) to observe the debates and assess students using the grading rubric- Reserve the auditorium for the debate day 
	Systems Thinking Tools Part 4 - Mission Prep: Students will create a behavior over time graph to illustrate Kelly's energy, hunger, and thirst levels during the last 6-7 weeks. They will look for patterns that they can use as evidence in the debate.
	Smarttools Part 4 - Mission Prep: Students will create:- A set of flashcards with organelles and their functions- A body systems info card (8x11 size) divided into 4 sections on each side that contains key information about parts and functions of the following organ systems: skeletal/muscular, respiratory, circulatory, digestive, immune, nervous, reproductive, and excretory- The patient's vitals chart on which they will track where Dr. Smallz is located in the body, take notes on the patient's vital signs, and make hypotheses about possible diagnoses
	Materials to create Part 4 - Mission Prep: - Logo for Shrinkley Labs- Letterhead for all correspondence from Shrinkley Labs- Advertisement for Cell City competition by Shrinkely Labs- Microscopic postcard puzzle from Dr. Smallz- Email address for Dr. Smallz- Twitter feed of patient- Body systems info chart- Template for patient's vitals chart- Debate and presentation guidelines and rubric- Commercials advertising Pepto-Dengol and Dengithan
	Materials to order Part 4 - Mission Prep: - Index cards- 8x11 card stock for body systems reference cards- Microscope slides and cover slips- Stethoscopes (10)
	Write any notes - Mission Prep: 
	Mission Title - Quest Overview: Dr.  Smallz
	Semester/Trimester - Quest Overview: 1st Trimester
	Quest 2 Title: Measurement Boot Camp
	Quest 1 Title: We Built This City
	Quest 1 Length: 3 weeks
	Quest 1 Standards: NYS Science Standards- Students will access, generate, process, and transfer information using appropriate technologies.- Living things are composed of cells. - The way in which cells function is similar in all living things. - Most cells have cell membranes, genetic material, and cytoplasm. Some cells have a cell wall and/or chloroplasts. Many cells have a nucleus.- Cells are organized for more effective functioning in multicellular organisms. 
	Quest 2 Standards: Common Core Math Stds- Ratios and Proportional Reasoning - Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities.Additional Skills:- Follow safety procedures in the classroom and laboratory- Safely and accurately use the following tools: metric ruler, balance, graduated cylinder, and thermometer- Use appropriate units for measured or calculated values- Manipulate a compound microscope to view microscopic objects
	Quest 2 Length: 1 week
	Quest 1 Assessments: Cell puzzleOrganelle flashcards 
	Quest 2 Assessments: Bootcamp stationsMicroscope postcardMeasurement quiz
	Quest 1 Performance: Teams make Cell City models where parts of a city represent the structure and function of different cell organelles. 
	Quest 2 Performance: Email to Dr. Smallz that provides measurements and calculations requested by the doctor
	Quest 3 Title: Every Breath You Take
	Quest 4 Title: Open Your Heart
	Quest 3 Standards: - Levels of organization for structure and function of a multicellular organism include cells, tissues, organs, and organ systems.- Each system is composed of organs and tissues which perform specific functions and interact with each other.- Tissues, organs, and organ systems help to provide all cells with nutrients, oxygen, and waste removal.- During respiration, cells use O2 to release the energy from food. The respiratory system supplies O2 and removes CO2.- Disease breaks down an organism's structures or functions.
	Quest 3 Length: 1 week
	Quest 3 Assessments: Respiratory quizRespiratory gameBody systems info cardPatient's vitals chart
	Quest 3 Performance: Email to Dr. Smallz about the function and structure of respiratory system as well as a diagnosis about if Kelly's illness affects this system.
	Quest 4 Standards: - Use mathematical analysis, scientific inquiry, and engineering design, as appropriate, to pose questions, seek answers, and develop solutions.- Tissues, organs, and organ systems help to provide cells with nutrients, oxygen, and waste removal.-Circulatory system moves substances to and from cells, where they are needed or produced, responding to changing demands.- Regulation of an organism’s internal environment involves sensing the internal environment and changing physiological activities.
	Quest 4 Length: 1 week
	Quest 4 Assessments: Circulatory quizBody systems info cardPatient's vitals chartCirculatory experiment
	Quest 4 Performance: Email to Dr. Smallz about the function and structure of circulatory system as well as diagnosis about if Kelly's illness affects this system.
	Quest summary - Quest Prep: Shrinkly Labs sends 7th Grade students an invitation to compete in a Cell City Design Competition. In the context of this competition, students need to know the function of each of the cell's structures. They become both researchers and designers, working in teams of two to create a city in which each building represents an organelle of an animal cell. They may build physical models or virtual models (using SketchUp or Minecraft).
	Essential Questions - Quest Prep: How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Enduring Understandings - Quest Prep: Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems.
	Systems Thinking Connection - Quest Prep: The cell is a complex system. Each part of the cell is autonomous, but the parts work together to meet the overall goal of the cell: to function and survive. 
	Standards addressed in Quest - Quest Prep: NYS Science Standards- Students will access, generate, process, and transfer information using appropriate technologies.- Living things are composed of cells. - The way in which cells function is similar in all living things. - Most cells have cell membranes, genetic material, and cytoplasm. Some cells have a cell wall and/or chloroplasts. Many cells have a nucleus.- Cells are organized for more effective functioning in multi-cellular organisms. 
	Standards addressed in Quest 2 - Quest Prep: 
	Other Knowledge and Skills - Quest Prep: What are additional knowledge and skills that you plan teach in this Mission that are not included in any standards?
	Mission Title - Quest Prep: Dr. Smallz
	Length of Quest - Quest Prep: 3 weeks
	Quest summary - Quest Prep 2: Students explore measurement (metric conversions, mass, density, volume) and measurement tools (triple beam balance, graduated cylinders, tape measure, density cubes) and microscope skills (parts, protocols, mechanics) at Measurement Boot Camp stations.  At the very end of the quest, the teacher discovers a microscope slide that contains a microscopic postcard. This is their first message from Dr. Smallz, and they begin to communicate with him. The doctor volunteered for the sake of promotion to shrink himself down to the size of pinhole, and he has landed inside the nasal passages of his patient. In this introductory communication, the doctor explains to the class how and why he has found himself in this predicament, and that he understands Quest to Learn students to be exceptional in helping others solve complex problems. He poses several measurement questions to the students and asks them to email the answers to him.
	Essential Questions - Quest Prep 2: None
	Enduring Understandings - Quest Prep 2: None
	Systems Thinking Connection - Quest Prep 2: None
	Standards addressed in Quest - Quest Prep 2: Common Core Math Standard- Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities.
	Standards addressed in Quest 2 - Quest Prep 2: 
	Other Knowledge and Skills - Quest Prep 2: - Follow safety procedures in the classroom and laboratory- Safely and accurately use the following tools: metric ruler, balance, graduated cylinder, and thermometer- Use appropriate units for measured or calculated values- Manipulate a compound microscope to view microscopic objects
	Quest Performance Assessment - Quest Prep: Make a model of a Cell City in which students make analogies for each city component using cell organelles. 
	Learning experiences and Activities - Quest Prep: - To learn about cell organelles, students will use different resources (on-line and text-based) to research different organelles and their structures and functions- To memorize organelles and their structures and functions, students will make flashcards- To reinforce knowledge about organelles, students will use analogies to create a blueprint and then build an actual model of a Cell City (cell organelles will represent different structures in a city)- To check for understanding, students will provide peer feedback on other student groups' Cell City
	Assessments - Quest Prep: - Cell Puzzle - students earn puzzle pieces as they discover the structure and function of each organelle by doing research - Organelle Flashcards - students create flashcards to help them memorize cell organelles and their structures and functions
	Differentiation Strategies - Quest Prep: - Word wall of relevant terms- Coloring activity to visually help students learn organelle structure and function- Choice to make Cell City using actual materials, Sketch-up, or Minecraft
	Quest Tools/Materials/Games - Quest Prep: - Cell Puzzle pieces- Index cards- Cell City poster advertising the competition - Cell City guidelines, planning sheet, and rubric- Tape, scissors, glue, construction paper, markers
	Quest Number - Quest Prep 3: Every Breath You Take
	Length of Quest - Quest Prep 3: 1 week
	Quest summary - Quest Prep 3: The class begins to learn about the respiratory system because Dr. Smallz was inhaled into the patient's body through her nose.  They are introduced to the patient (Kelly Jenkins) through her Twitter feed and will use info from Twitter and their learning to track Dr. Smallz's location in Kelly’s body. This tracking enables them to understand how different body systems are connected and how her illness is affecting different systems.
	Essential Questions - Quest Prep 3: What is the most important organ in the human body and why?How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Enduring Understandings - Quest Prep 3: - Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems.- Human beings must be able to obtain and use resources, grow, reproduce, and maintain stable internal conditions while living in a constantly changing external environment.
	Systems Thinking Connection - Quest Prep 3: Autonomous parts within each organ system follow rules (such as “get oxygen”) and work together to enable the body to function. Overall, the human body system is complex, and therefore, to keep all of its parts working in a collective and sustainable fashion, the body must change to respond to environmental changes and maintain balance.
	Standards addressed in Quest - Quest Prep 3: - Levels of organization for structure and function of a multicellular organism include cells, tissues, organs, and organ systems.- Each system is composed of organs and tissues which perform specific functions and interact with each other.- Tissues, organs, and organ systems help to provide all cells with nutrients, oxygen, and waste removal.- During respiration, cells use oxygen to release the energy stored in food. The respiratory system supplies oxygen and removes CO2.- Disease breaks down the structures or functions of an organism. - Regulation of an organism’s internal environment involves sensing the internal environment and changing physiological activities.
	Standards addressed in Quest 2 - Quest Prep 3: 
	Other Knowledge and Skills - Quest Prep 3: Common Core ELA- Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table).
	Relevant Essential Questions - Lesson Plan #1: How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Relevant Enduring Understanding - Lesson Plan #1: Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems.
	Systems Thinking Connection - Lesson Plan #1: Autonomous parts within each organ system follow rules (such as “get oxygen”) and work together to enable the body to function. 
	Standards - Lesson Plan #1: - Tissues, organs, and organ systems help to provide all cells with nutrients, oxygen, and waste removal.- During respiration, cells use oxygen to release the energy stored in food. The respiratory system supplies oxygen and removes CO2.- Regulation of an organism’s internal environment involves sensing the internal environment and changing physiological activities.
	Knowledge and Skills - Lesson Plan #1: Common Core ELA- Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table).
	List of Materials 1 - Lesson Plan #1: - Body systems info chart- Respiratory game checklist- Respiratory game peer review template
	Differentiation Strategies - Lesson Plan #1: - Word wall with relevant terms- Student-colored respiratory diagram for reference- Additional resources (text-based and web-based) for students to use to learn about the respiratory system- Checklist for respiratory system game design- Opportunity for students to submit additional modifications of their respiratory games
	Homework - Lesson Plan #1: Students will write up at least one review of their peers' games using the respiratory game peer review template. If they want to write up more than one, they can earn extra credit.
	Date of Lesson - Lesson Plan 1: 10/5/11 - Double period class
	Class - Lesson Plan 1: The Way Things Work
	Mission/Quest - Lesson Plan 1: Dr. Smallz/Every Breath You Take
	Grade Level - Lesson Plan 1: 7th
	Phase Two Students Will  - Lesson Plan #1: Look at different board games and refer back to their body systems info chart, vitals chart, and other resources about the respiratory system to help them brainstorm ideas for their game. Then, students will create the own respiratory games.
	Phase One Students Will  - Lesson Plan #1: See a slideshow of different board games running on the smartboard and several different board games on the front table when they enter the classroom. The warm-up question for the day is "what makes a game fun?" During the discussion of the warm-up, students will be faced with the challenge of creating a respiratory board game.
	Phase Three Students Will - Lesson Plan #1: Explain their game to their peers before the class game jam (and will share the games' learning goals). After students play each others' games, they will give each other immediate feedback by completing a short playtest survey. I will circulate the room and ask each group to explain their games to me (and include the learning goals and rules) and why they think their game is fun to play.
	Phase Four Students Will - Lesson Plan #1: Write up peer reviews each others' games using a template that requires them to think about the connection between the games' learning goals and game play. 
	Phase Five Student Understanding - Lesson Plan #1: Submit the learning goals and rules of their game and the playtest survey results to me. I will use grade the game using a rubric based on the learning goals, game rules,  and the feedback written in the peer reviews. All learning goals and rules will be publicly shared on the school website.
	Any Additional Items - Lesson Plan #1: 
	Essential Questions Addressed - Lesson Plan 2: How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Enduring Understandings - Lesson Plan 2: - Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems.- Human beings must be able to maintain stable internal conditions while living in a constantly changing external environment.
	Systems Thinking Principles - Lesson Plan 2: Autonomous parts within each organ system follow rules (such as “get oxygen”) and work together to enable the body to function. 
	Learning Goals - Lesson Plan 2: Students will be able to pose a question and create a multi-step science procedure.Students will be able to explain how and why the circulatory system moves substances to and from cells based on their experimental data.
	Standards - Lesson Plan 2: - Use mathematical analysis, scientific inquiry, and engineering design, as appropriate, to pose questions, seek answers, and develop solutions.- Tissues, organs, and organ systems help to provide cells with nutrients, oxygen, and waste removal.- Circulatory system moves substances to and from cells, where they are needed or produced, responding to changing demands.
	Knowledges and Skills - Lesson Plan 2: - Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks.
	Agenda - Lesson Plan 2: - Warm-up question- Review - circulatory system- Modeling - think-aloud for developing a good experimental question and model an experimental procedure (making a peanut butter and jelly sandwich)- Experimental Design - students, in pairs, pose a question, create an experimental procedure, and list materials. 
	Materials - Lesson Plan 2: - Circulatory system experiment checklist and rubric- Stopwatches, computers, heart-rate monitor probes, stethoscopes, and student-requested lab materials- Examples of good experimental questions- Peanut butter, jelly, knife, bread- Examples of circulatory system experiments
	Date of Lesson - Lesson Plan 2: 10/20/11
	Mission - Lesson Plan 2: Dr. Smallz
	Quest - Lesson Plan 2: Open Your Heart
	Time 1 - Lesson Plan 2: 5 mins
	Warm-Up - Lesson Plan 2: Warm-up Question: List the steps needed to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. 
	Time 2 - Lesson Plan 2: 20 mins
	Mini-Lesson - Lesson Plan 2: - Review the major parts of the circulatory system and their functions. Students will have a "partner pop quiz" about the pathway of blood through the circulatory system. - Group discussion about characteristics of good experimental questions (interesting, testable, has a hypothesis, has an answer, leads to other questions)
	Model - Lesson Plan 2: - Think-aloud about developing a good experimental question to study the circulatory system.- Make a peanut butter sandwich based on at least two students' sets of instructions (show importance of clear and easy to follow procedures for science experiments)
	Time 3 - Lesson Plan 2: 20 mins
	Activities - Lesson Plan 2: Students will work in pairs to:- Create a good question for their experiment (they need teacher approval to move to next step)- List materials and procedure for the experiment (they need teacher approval to move to next step)- If time, students can create any needed data tables
	Check for Understanding Questions - Lesson Plan 2: - What is your experimental question and why is it a good one?- How do you know your procedure is correct? How did you test it?
	Differentiation - Lesson Plan 2: - Word wall with relevant terms- Student-colored diagram of circulatry system for reference- Visual of the circulatory system - Brainpop and other videos- Additional resources (text-based and web-based) for students to use to learn about the circulatory system- Checklist and rubric for circulatory system experiment
	Assessments - Lesson Plan 2: - Circulatory system experiment write-up
	Homework 1 - Lesson Plan 2: What meaningful homework will you assign to help students review or extend their learning from today's class?For example, students will be assigned to find 5 ads (print, TV, radio, or billboard) to bring in and share with the class. 
	Relevant Enuding:Understandings - Lesson Plan 3: Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems.
	Relevant Essential Questions - Lesson Plan 3: How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Systems Thinking Connection - Lesson Plan 3: Autonomous parts within each organ system follow rules (such as “get oxygen”) and work together to enable the body to function. 
	Learning Objectives - Lesson Plan 3: Students will be able to:- Identify muscles, tendons, and bones in a chicken wing- Explain structure and function of muscles, tendons, and bones- Compare a chicken wing with a human arm
	Materials - Lesson Plan 3: - Chicken wing lab handout- Chicken wings- Dissection kits- Goggles and aprons- Chicken wing lab write-up checklist
	Warm-up Questions - Lesson Plan 3: How is your arm like a chicken's wing?
	Differentiation - Lesson Plan 3: - Visual steps of the chicken wing lab- Examples of chicken wings at different steps of the lab in the front of the room- Chicken wing lab write-up checklist
	Assessment - Lesson Plan 3: - Chicken wing lab write-up
	Homework - Lesson Plan 3: Students will finish any writing that they need to do to complete the chicken wing lab write-up
	Teacher  - Lesson Plan 3: 
	Class  - Lesson Plan 3: The Way Things Work
	Grade Level - Lesson Plan 3: 7th
	Time Duration - Lesson Plan 3: 50 minutes
	Opening - Lesson Plan 3: - Warm-up question: How is your arm like a chicken's wing?- Have all students bend arms to make triceps and biceps contract and relax
	Guided Practice - Lesson Plan 3: Model steps of the lab with apron and goggles on
	Other Steps in the lesson - Lesson Plan 3: Review structure and function of muscles, tendons, and bones
	Independent Practice - Lesson Plan 3: Students will - Complete the steps of the chicken wing lab - Answer all questions in the handout- Complete the lab write-up (homework if it isn't finished in class)
	Check for Understanding - Lesson Plan 3: - Show me a muscle, tendon, and bone in the chicken wing. Why does a chicken wing need all three structures?- What would happen if the chicken wing didn't have muscles? or bones? or tendons?- Tell me about the similarities and differences between a chicken wing and a human arm.
	Closing - Lesson Plan 3: Students must complete an exit ticket answering these 3 questions:1. Why are muscles important to have in your body?2. Why are bones important to have in your body?3. Why are tendons important to have in your body?
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	Notes/Work Area - Mission Reflection: Next year- collect student questions about body systems and align labs/activities to those questions more- have students create one more experiment in the Mission in addition to the circulatory system experiment- include more practice with systems thinking tools (like behavior over time graphs)- bring in a kinesthetic opportunity for learning
	Quest summary - Quest Prep 5: Dr. Smallz enters into the Digestive System, and the students observe the system in action after Kelly, the patient, eats a Thanksgiving meal, and she gets a curious parasite. Students must learn all about the digestive system in order to help her. Along the way, they play the Digestion Game and create projects to highlight what they have learned from their research.
	Essential Questions - Quest Prep 5: What is the most important organ in the human body and why?How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Enduring Understandings - Quest Prep 5: - Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems.- Human beings must be able to obtain and use resources, grow, reproduce, and maintain stable internal conditions while living in a constantly changing external environment.
	Systems Thinking Connection - Quest Prep 5: Autonomous parts within each organ system follow rules (such as “get oxygen”) and work together to enable the body to function. Overall, the human body system is complex, and therefore, to keep all of its parts working in a collective and sustainable fashion, the body must change to respond to environmental changes and maintain balance.
	Standards addressed in Quest - Quest Prep 5: - The digestive system consists of organs that are responsible for the mechanical and chemical breakdown of food. The breakdown process results in molecules that can be absorbed and transported to cells.- Compare and contrast the information gained from experiments, simulations, video, or multimedia sources with that gained from reading a text on the same topic.- Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities.- Identify cause-and-effect
	Standards addressed in Quest 2 - Quest Prep 5: 
	Other Knowledge and Skills - Quest Prep 5: Common Core Math - Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities.Common Core ELA - Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table).
	Quest Number - Quest Prep 5: Digest This!
	Length of Quest - Quest Prep 5: 1 week
	Quest Performance Assessment - Quest Prep 5: Email to Dr. Smallz about the function and structure of digestive system as well as a diagnosis about if illness affects this system. Students will also attach pictures of their Respiratory Game to the email and include the goal and rules of the game.tudents will also attach a “travel brochure” of the digestive systems to help Dr. Smallz find his way.
	Learning experiences and Activities - Quest Prep 5: - To organize their learning about the digestive system, they will add to their Body Systems Info Chart- To learn about the path of food in the digestion systems, students will play the Digestion game and will each suggest a modification to make the game better- To track the patient's symptoms having to do with the digestive system, they will fill in information on Kelly's Vitals Chart- To reinforce learning about digestive system, students will design travel brochures with text and visuals 
	Assessments - Quest Prep 5: - Digestion game- Digestion quiz- Digestion travel brochure- Body systems info cart- Patient's vitals chart
	Differentiation Strategies - Quest Prep 5: - Word wall with relevant terms- Student-colored digestive system - Brainpop and other videos- Additional resources (text-based and web-based) for students to use to learn about the digestive system- Digestion game- Choice to create a paper-based or computer-based travel brochure
	Quest Tools/Materials/Games - Quest Prep 5: - Updated patient Twitter feed- Digestion quiz- Digestion game materials – newspaper, trash bags, M&Ms, Ziploc bags, masking tape, 2 large bowls, 2 squirt bottles with water, paper towels, organ “role” cards, cell score cards, digestion game modification handout- Travel brochure materials – construction paper, markers, tape/glue, computers- Checklist and rubric for email to Dr. Smallz
	Quest summary - Quest Prep 6: Dr. Smallz and the students haven’t been able to figure out what is wrong with Kelly yet. The doctor knows he needs to know more about the body, but doesn’t remember the other body systems. Students receive a Twitter feed from Kelly asking them about the aches she is feeling in her bones and muscles and lower back. They must learn all about the skeletal/muscular, excretory, and reproductive systems to figure out what is going on in Kelly’s body. In addition, students continue to explore the idea of homeostasis in the human body. Students engage in several experiments to learn about the different systems and homeostasis.
	Essential Questions - Quest Prep 6: What is the most important organ in the human body and why?How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Enduring Understandings - Quest Prep 6: - Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems.- Human beings must be able to obtain and use resources, grow, reproduce, and maintain stable internal conditions while living in a constantly changing external environment.
	Systems Thinking Connection - Quest Prep 6: Autonomous parts within each organ system follow rules (such as “get oxygen”) and work together to enable the body to function. Overall, the human body system is complex, and therefore, to keep all of its parts working in a collective and sustainable fashion, the body must change to respond to environmental changes and maintain balance.
	Standards addressed in Quest - Quest Prep 6: - Locomotion is accomplished by the interaction of the skeletal and muscular systems, and coordinated by the nervous system.- The male and female reproductive systems are responsible for producing sex cells necessary for the production of offspring.- The excretory system functions in the disposal of dissolved waste molecules, the elimination of liquid and gaseous wastes, and the removal of excess heat energy.- Regulation of an organism’s internal environment involves sensing the internal environment and changing physiological activities.
	Standards addressed in Quest 2 - Quest Prep 6: 
	Other Knowledge and Skills - Quest Prep 6: What are additional knowledge and skills that you plan teach in this Mission that are not included in any standards?
	Quest Number - Quest Prep 6: Nothing’s Gonna Stop Us Now
	Length of Quest - Quest Prep 6: 3 weeks
	Quest Performance Assessment - Quest Prep 6: Email to Dr. Smallz about the function and structure of three systems: skeletal/muscular, excretory, and reproductive as well as a diagnosis about Kelly’s pain in her muscles/bones and lower back. Students will also attach write-ups from their labs to help Dr. Smallz understand the systems and homeostasis better.
	Learning experiences and Activities - Quest Prep 6: - To organize their learning about the 3 systems, they will add to their body systems info chart- To learn about the muscular/skeletal system, students will dissect a chicken wing- To learn about the excretory system, students will do the Filter Lab (cleaning dirty water using different filtering techniques) - To learn about the male and female reproductive systems, students will trace the path of an egg and sperm - To learn about homeostasis, students will do the Stayin’ Alive lab (keeping a beaker of water at exactly 98.6 degrees for 10 minutes)- To track the patient's symptoms having to do with the 3 systems, they will fill in information on Kelly's vitals chart
	Assessments - Quest Prep 6: - Muscular/skeletal, excretory, and reproductive systems and homeostasis quiz- Chicken wing lab write-up- Filter lab write-up- Stayin’ Alive lab write-up- Tracing reproduction activity- Body system info card- Patient's vitals chart
	Differentiation Strategies - Quest Prep 6: - Word wall with relevant terms- Student-colored diagrams of systems for reference- Visuals of the systems - Brainpop and other videos- Additional resources (text-based and web-based) for students to use to learn about the systems- Visuals to model steps of labs- Chicken wing lab, Filter lab, and Stayin' Alive lab  hands-on/inquiry)
	Quest Tools/Materials/Games - Quest Prep 6: - Updated patient Twitter feed- Muscular/Skeletal, Excretory, and Reproductive Systems Quiz- Chicken wing lab materials- Filter lab materials- Stayin’ Alive lab materials- Reproduction tracing handouts- Checklists and rubrics for lab write-ups- Checklist and rubric for email to Dr. Smallz
	Quest summary - Quest Prep 7: Students have accumulated a list of symptoms of Kelly’s mystery illness and use WebMD to diagnose her with Dengue Fever. Since there is no known cure for Dengue Fever, Dr. Smallz must choose between the lesser of two harmful medicines: Pepto-Dengol and Dengithan. One of them will harm the immune system, the other will harm the nervous system. Students learn more about each system - the nervous system and immune system. Then, the students present a formal debate about the importance of these systems to a panel of experts from Shrinkly Labs in order to decide how to save Kelly. 
	Essential Questions - Quest Prep 7: What is the most important organ in the human body and why?How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Enduring Understandings - Quest Prep 7: - Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems.- Human beings must be able to obtain and use resources, grow, reproduce, and maintain stable internal conditions while living in a constantly changing external environment.
	Systems Thinking Connection - Quest Prep 7: Autonomous parts within each organ system follow rules (such as “get oxygen”) and work together to enable the body to function. Overall, the human body system is complex, and therefore, to keep all of its parts working in a collective and sustainable fashion, the body must change to respond to environmental changes and maintain balance.
	Standards addressed in Quest - Quest Prep 7: - The nervous and endocrine systems interact to control and coordinate responses to environmental changes, to regulate growth, development, and reproduction. - Students will access, generate, process, and transfer information using appropriate technologies.- Recognize and analyze patterns and trends- Identify structure and function relationships in organisms
	Standards addressed in Quest 2 - Quest Prep 7: 
	Other Knowledge and Skills - Quest Prep 7: - Follow safety procedures in the classroom and laboratory- Identify cause-and-effect relationships- Identify structure and function relationships in organisms
	Quest Number - Quest Prep 7: Bad Medicine
	Length of Quest - Quest Prep 7: 2 weeks
	Quest Performance Assessment - Quest Prep 7: Final debate about whether immune or nervous system is more important and proposal for treatment for Kelly.
	Learning experiences and Activities - Quest Prep 7: - To learn about the nervous system, students will complete the Nerve Lab- To learn about the endocrine system, students will create Public Service Announcements (PSA) about key hormones- To organize their learning about the 2 systems, they will add to their body systems info chart- To track the patient's symptoms having to do with the 2 systems, they will fill in information on Kelly's vitals chart- To reinforce learning about the 2 systems, students will debate about whether the nervous or endocrine system is more important- As one piece of evidence used during the debate, students will create behavior over time graphs tracking the symptoms relevant to their argument that Kelly has exhibited over the last 6-7 weeks.  
	Assessments - Quest Prep 7: - Nervous and immune systems quiz- Nerve Lab- PSA about hormones- Body system info card- Patient's vitals chart- Debate prep- Behavior over time graphs
	Differentiation Strategies - Quest Prep 7: - Word wall with relevant terms- Student-colored diagrams of systems for reference- Visuals of the systems - Brainpop and other videos- Additional resources (text-based and web-based) for students to use to learn about the systems- Nerve lab (hands-on/inquiry)- Choice to create paper-based or computer-based PSA- Different roles for debate
	Quest Tools/Materials/Games - Quest Prep 7: - Updated patient Twitter feed- Nerve lab materials- PSA materials- Debate prep packets- Checklist and rubric for final debate- Experts to judge debate
	Quest 5 Title: Digest This!
	Quest 6 Title: Nothing’s Gonna Stop Us Now
	Quest 5 Standards: - The digestive system consists of organs that are responsible for the mechanical and chemical breakdown of food. The breakdown process results in molecules that can be absorbed and transported to cells.- Compare and contrast the information gained from experiments, simulations, video, or multimedia sources with that gained from reading a text on the same topic.- Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities.- Identify cause-and-effect
	Quest 5 Length: 1 week
	Quest 6 Length: 3 weeks
	Quest 5 Assessments: Digestion game and quizDigestion Travel Brochure Body systems info cardPatient’s vitals chart
	Quest 5 Performance: Email to Dr. Smallz describing food’s path through digestion system and diagnosis about if Kelly's illness affects this system.
	Quest 6 Standards: - Locomotion is accomplished by the interaction of the skeletal and muscular systems, and coordinated by the nervous system.- The male and female reproductive systems produce sex cells necessary for the production of offspring.-The excretory system functions in the disposal of dissolved waste molecules, the elimination of liquid and gaseous wastes, and the removal of excess heat energy.- Regulation of an organism’s internal environment involves sensing the internal environment and changing physiological activities.
	Quest 6 Assessments: QuizLabsBody system info cardPatient's vitals chart
	Quest 6 Performance: Email medical report to Dr. Smallz about the three systems, and include diagnoses about if Kelly's illness affects these systems.
	Quest 7 Title: Bad Medicine
	Quest 8 Title: 
	Quest 7 Standards: - The nervous and endocrine systems interact to control and coordinate responses to environmental changes, to regulate growth, development, and reproduction. - Students will access, generate, process, and transfer information using appropriate technologies.- Recognize and analyze patterns and trends- Identify structure and function relationships in organisms
	Quest 7 Length: 2 weeks
	Quest 7 Performance: Final debate about whether immune or nervous system is more important and proposal for treatment for Kelly.
	Quest 8 Length: 
	Quest 7 Assessments: Nerve labBody system info cardPatient's vitals chartDebate prep handouts
	Quest 8 Standards: 
	Quest 8 Assessments: 
	Quest 8 Performance: 
	Quest Number - Quest Prep 2: Measurement Bootcamp
	Quest Number - Quest Prep 4: Open Your Heart
	Quest Number - Quest Prep: We Built This City
	Length of Quest - Quest Prep 2: 1 week
	Length of Quest - Quest Prep 4: 1 week
	Quest Performance Assessment - Quest Prep 2: Students will email Dr. Smallz with the measurements and calculations that he requested.
	Learning experiences and Activities - Quest Prep 2: - To practice measurement, students will complete a series of measurements (volume, mass, and density) while visiting Measurement Boot Camp stations. They are only able to move onto the next station, when they have "leveled up" (successfully completed) tasks and questions at each station.- To practice using a compound microscope, students will work to decipher Dr. Smallz's micro-postcard
	Assessments - Quest Prep 2: - Measurement Boot Camp packet- Deciphered code using Dr.Smallz's micro-postcards- Quiz on scientific measurement
	Differentiation Strategies - Quest Prep 2: - Visuals illustrating how to use different measurement tools, like metric rulers, triple-beam balances, graduated cylinders, etc.- Extra and more challenging measurement tasks at each station - Checklist and rubric for email to Dr. Smallz
	Quest Tools/Materials/Games - Quest Prep 2: - Metric rulers, triple-beam balances, graduated cylinders- Microscopes and slides/cover slips- Micro-postcards- Checklist and rubric for email to Dr. Smallz
	Quest Performance Assessment - Quest Prep 3: Email to Dr. Smallz about the function and structure of respiratory system as well as a diagnosis about if Kelly's illness is affecting this system. Students will also attach pictures of their Respiratory Game to the email and include the learning goals and rules of the game. 
	Learning experiences and Activities - Quest Prep 3: - To organize their learning about body systems, they will use the respiratory system to start to create their body systems info chart- To track the patient's symptoms having to do with the respiratory system, they will fill in information on Kelly's vitals chart- To reinforce learning about respiratory system, students will work in teams to create their own respiratory game- To extend their learning, students will peer review each other's games and provide suggestions for improvements or modifications
	Assessments - Quest Prep 3: - Respiratory system quiz- Body systems info chart- Patient's vitals chart- Respiratory game- Respiratory game peer review sheet
	Differentiation Strategies - Quest Prep 3: - Word wall with relevant terms- Student-colored diagram of the respiratory system for reference- Visuals of the respiratory system - Brainpop and other videos- Additional resources (text-based and web-based) for students to use to learn about the respiratory system- Checklist for respiratory system game design- Opportunity for students to submit additional modifications of their respiratory games- Checklist and rubric for writing email to Dr. Smallz
	Quest Tools/Materials/Games - Quest Prep 3: - Respiratory system quiz- Body systems info chart- Patient's Twitter feed- Patient's vitals chart- Respiratory game checklist- Respiratory game peer review template- Checklist and rubric for writing email to Dr. Smallz
	Quest Performance Assessment - Quest Prep 4: Email to Dr. Smallz about the function and structure of circulatory system as well as diagnosis about if Kelly's illness affects this system. Students will also define homeostasis and attach write-ups about their circulatory system experiments.
	Learning experiences and Activities - Quest Prep 4: - To organize their learning about the circulatory system, they will add to their body systems info chart- To track the patient's symptoms having to do with the circulatory system, they will fill in information on the vitals chart- To reinforce learning about circulatory system, students will design their own experiments involving pulse and/or heart rate- To practice writing scientifically, students will complete a write-up about their experiments
	Assessments - Quest Prep 4: - Circulatory system quiz- Body system info chart- Patient's vitals chart- Circulatory system experiment write-up
	Differentiation Strategies - Quest Prep 4: - Word wall with relevant terms- Student-colored diagrams of circulatory system for reference- Visuals of the circulatory system - Brainpop and other videos- Additional resources (text-based and web-based) for students to use to learn about the circulatory system- Circulatory system experiment (hands-on/inquiry)- Checklist and rubric for circulatory system experiment- Checklist and rubic for email to Dr. Smallz- Opportunity to extend write-up of circulatory experiment by including a follow-up experiment completed at home
	Quest Tools/Materials/Games - Quest Prep 4: - Updated patient Twitter feed- Circulatory systems quiz- Circulatory system experiment checklist and rubric- Examples of circulatory systems experiments- Stopwatches, computers, heart-rate monitor probes, stethoscopes- Checklist and rubric for email to Dr. Smallz
	Quest summary - Quest Prep 4: As Dr. Smallz travels through the circulatory system, the students learn about how emotions, physical activity, and cold weather affect our heart rate. Students study pulse, heart rate, and the organs and passageways of the circulatory system and create their own experiment about variables that affect pulse and/or heart rate. They are introduced to the idea of homeostasis and must explain what homeostasis is to Dr. Smallz.
	Essential Questions - Quest Prep 4: What is the most important organ in the human body and why?  How do cells and the body maintain balance?
	Enduring Understandings - Quest Prep 4: - Human beings are an interactive organization of cells, tissues, organs, and systems. - Human beings must be able to obtain and use resources, grow, reproduce, and maintain stable internal conditions while living in a constantly changing external environment.
	Systems Thinking Connection - Quest Prep 4: Autonomous parts within each organ system follow rules (such as “get oxygen”) and work together to enable the body to function. Overall, the human body system is complex, and therefore, to keep all of its parts working in a collective and sustainable fashion, the body must change to respond to environmental changes and maintain balance.
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